1. Consider a flow of point particles impinging on a body spinning around a fixed point. The particles do not interact with one another, and their collisions with the body are elastic. The goal is to determine the pressure force exerted by the flow on the body.
The problem is considered in two dimensions. In the Euclidean space ‫ޒ‬ 2 , we introduce an orthonormal frame of reference Ox 1 x 2 . The flux density ρ is a constant. Initially, the particles move at the identical velocity = (0; -v ) T . Here and below, the vectors are represented as columns. The body is a rough disk, i.e., a set that differs slightly (in some sense) from a disk. Specifically, the rough disk is understood as follows. Consider a sequence of sets B n , n = 3, 4, … contained in the disk B r ( O ) of radius r centered at the origin O . The set B n is invariant under the rotation about O through an angle of , and the intersection of its boundary ∂ B n with some sector OA 1 n A 2 n of angular size is a piecewise smooth non-self-intersecting curve I n contained in the triangle OA 1 n A 2 n with the ends A 1 n and A 2 n . Finally, it is assumed that all the curves I n are similar to each other; i.e., they can be superimposed on one another via isometry and similarity transformations.
The rough disk Ꮾ (of radius r centered at O ) is identified with this sequence of sets B n . Thus, the sets B n can be viewed as successive approximations of the rough disk. They approximate the disk B r ( O ) and have a boundary with a similar structure. The body spins counterclockwise about O at a constant angular velocity ω > 0. The initial position of the
body (at t = 0) coincides with the set B n (see Fig. 1 ). The pressure force exerted by the flow on the body is a -periodic vector function ( t ) . As n → ∞ , it tends to a constant vector ( Ꮾ , ω ) , which is called the pressure force exerted on the rough disk. Of course, this quantity depends not only on ω but also on the choice of a rough body, i.e., on a particular sequence B n . The problem is to derive analytical formulas that, given ω , yield the set of all possible vectors ( Ꮾ , ω ) . Additionally, we construct this set numerically for some values of ω . The convergence mentioned above is not proved rigorously. The passage to the limit in Section 3 is heuristic, i.e., the pressure force is calculated for large n .
2. For a fixed n , we consider the set B = B n . Let ξ ∈ ∂ (conv B ) . Let ∈ S 1 denote the outward normal to ∂ (conv B ) at the point ξ . The angle between (or − ) and another vector is measured counterclockwise from (or -) to the given vector. Denote by |∂ (conv B ) | the length of the curve ∂ (conv B ) . The probability measure µ on ∂ (conv B ) × , is defined as ∂µ(ξ, ϕ) = cosϕ dξ dϕ, where dξ and dϕ are the line elements on ∂(convB) and S 1 , respectively. Consider a billiard in ‫ޒ‬ 2 \B and define the mapping (ξ, ϕ) ‫ۋ‬ ( (ξ, ϕ), (ξ, ϕ)) as follows. Suppose that a billiard particle intersects ∂(convB) (from the outside inward) at the point ξ and its velocity at that moment makes an angle of ϕ with the vector -. Then, after several reflections from ∂B, the particle intersects ∂(convB) the second time (from inside the disk outward) at the point (ξ, ϕ) and its velocity at that moment makes an angle of (ξ, ϕ) with . If ξ ∈ ∂(convB) ∩ ∂B, then we set (ξ, ϕ) = ξ and (ξ, ϕ) = -ϕ.
The mapping (ξ, ϕ) and (ξ, ϕ) is a one-to-one map of a full-measure subset of ∂(convB) × , into itself; moreover, it is involutive and preserves the measure µ. The probability measure ν B on ᮀ := ,
ϕ)) ∈ A}) for any Borel set A ⊂ ᮀ. In addition to B, the measure ν B is an important characteristic of billiard scattering. It describes the joint distribution of the pair (ϕ, ϕ + ) (the angle of incidence and the angle of reflection) for a randomly chosen particle reflected from B.
By the choice of the sequence B n , is independent of n. Therefore, =: ν Ꮾ is well defined. In fact, this measure defines the law of billiard scattering on the rough set Ꮾ. 
The measure λ on , is defined as dλ(ϕ) = cosϕdϕ. Let ᏹ denote the set of measures ν on ᮀ with coordinates ϕ and ϕ + such that (a) both projections of ν onto the ϕ and ϕ + axes coincide with λ; and (b) ν is invariant under the mapping (ϕ, ϕ + ) ‫ۋ‬ (ϕ + , ϕ). For large n and B = B n , the sojourn time of a particle in convB is little and we can approximately assume that the frame moves rectilinearly and uniformly over this time. At the first-passage time for ∂(convB) in the moving frame, the velocity
Theorem. cl{ν
At the second-passage time for ∂(convB) in the moving frame, the velocity is also equal to ζ in magnitude and makes an angle of y = (ξ, x) with the normal ; i.e., = ζ(-siny; cosy) T . In the original frame, this velocity has the form = (ξ, ϕ) = (-ζsin(ϕ + y) -rωcosϕ; ζcos(ϕ + y) -rωsinϕ) T . 
